
PARKING SOLUTIONS

Safe travels.



ENTRY AND EXIT STATIONS

Entry Station
 � High-speed ticket issuance 

for fast vehicle throughput 
 � Up to 5,000 tickets in one 

paper roll

Exit Station
 � Receipt printing on demand
 � In-lane ticket processing 

and pay station for high 
throughput

MP-60
Pay-On-Foot Station

 � Easy installation in small 
spaces

 � Highly versatile, customizable 
and user-friendly

APS-60 SW-60

 � Greater security
 � Increased revenue collection
 � Increased traffic throughput
 � Determine exact duration of visit
 � Enhanced customer management
 � Reduced CO2 in garage

LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION

SMARTPARK

Monitoring, control  
and reporting

Revenue management

Debit and value card

Tenant management

SS Validation solutions

Access control
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Preventative maintenance service contracts provide customers with the peace of mind that trained 
TAPCO technicians are actively servicing systems and always on call in case the unexpected occurs. 
From simple maintenance checks to complex controller testing, every contract is customized based 
on your community’s systems, labor and budgetary needs.

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE  
SERVICE CONTRACTS

PARKING GUIDANCE

Blank-out signs are available in a tremendous variety, 
including single and multi-level space availability tower 
signs; highway toll plaza and weight station signs; 
FHWA, MUTCD, regulatory and warning signs; traffic 
controller signals and LED parking and warning safety 
signs. All signs can feature:

 � Custom messages, sizes and cabinet colors
 � Ground or ceiling mounting

BLANK-OUT SIGNS

PARKING METERS
SINGLE-SPACE
These parking meters feature a 
lithium-ion rechargeable battery 
and are cellular, WiFi and Bluetooth 
capable. Also available are:

 � ADA-compliant options
 � Integrated dome sensors

MULTI-SPACE
These parking meters are designed 
for outdoor and unattended 
environments, and they feature:

 � Customizable, multi-use kiosk
 � Solar-powered, full-color display 

screen

PARKING AVAILABILITY

Adaptive Dynamic Message Signs from TAPCO capture 
attention with customizable imagery, text and video. 
All signs are simple to configure and designed for 
durability, energy efficiency and reader comprehension:

 � Lightweight, easy-access doors facilitate quick and 
convenient maintenance

 � Offering flexibility in I/O type, eliminating the need 
for custom hardware alignment

DYNAMIC MESSAGING



Did you know we offer exclusive discount pricing through our competitively solicited OMNIA 
Partners contract? Participating government and non-profit agencies that purchase direct from the 
contract receive the lowest available price on our entire product offering.

SAVE MONEY AND TIME WITH  
OMNIA PARTNERS AND TAPCO

PARKING STRUCTURE AND LOT

PREFAB BUILDINGS

DURASTEEL THREE-SIDED 
SHELTER

 � Built-in strength, durability, 
security and aesthetics

 � Protects workers and attendants 
from all weather conditions

DURASTEEL SECURITY 
BUILDING

 � Steel strength ensures long-
lasting durability and security

 � Seamless design and construction 
maximize visual appeal

 � Maintenance-free, low-cost 
alternative to steel

 � Anodized aluminum eliminates 
rusting and deterioration

DURALUMINUM 
SECURITY BUILDING

GATE OPERATORS

 � Fast opening times
 � Long life cycle
 � Reliable and durable
 � Extremely low operational costs
 � Easy handling 
 � Minimal maintenance required

MICRODRIVE GATE
 � Automatic magnetic limits and lock power
 � Built-in electronic reverse system and power and 

alarm reset switches
 � Special anti-tailgating and partial open features
 � Overlap feature for bi-parting swing gate operation
 � Battery backup available

SLIDE AND SWING GATE



SAFETY ENHANCEMENTS

Design a safe, seamless parking experience for your visitors and increase the reliability and revenue of your 
facility with TAPCO’s safety enhancement options.

From everyday products - such as parking podiums, cable covers and cameras, just to name a few -- to more 
comprehensive solutions, the TAPCO portfolio has the safety enhancement you’re looking for.

CLEARANCE BARS
Clearance bars lower your liability 
costs by preventing damage to 
your structure. Available in different 
lengths and colors, they are 
designed to last by:

 � Resisting fades and impacts
 � Withstanding all weather 

conditions

TAPCO BlinkerStop®LED STOP 
Signs provide greater stop sign 
awareness, reducing blow-
throughs. They combine flashing 
perimeter LEDs and 3M DG³ 
reflective sheeting, thereby:

 � Creating highly visible signage
 � Increasing driver compliance

BLINKERSTOP®

PARKING CONFLICT
TAPCO’s parking solutions can be 
designed for all parking situations 
and improve parking by:

 � Reducing conflict between 
two or more vehicles, as well as 
vehicles and pedestrians

 � Increasing the efficient flow of 
vehicles in and out

PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALK
TAPCO Pedestrian Crosswalk 
Systems are built to MUTCD 
standards and customized to 
customer needs, helping parking 
facilities by:

 � Providing the flexibility to adapt 
to any configuration

 � Heightening driver awareness

TAPCO Overheight Warning 
Systems provide parking facilities 
their best chance to avoid potential 
budget-destroying, low-structure  
collisions by:

 � Detecting overheight vehicles
 � Alerting drivers to an 

impending collision

OVERHEIGHT WARNING

DRIVER FEEDBACK
Driver feedback signs capture and 
display the speed of the vehicle 
traveling in its direction. Available 
in a size, color and power source to 
fit every parking application, they 
increase safety by: 

 � Improving speed awareness
 � Slowing driver speeds
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